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Cycling to Dun Aengus
Irish time is not measured by the clock.

AN OLD WOMAN STEPPED OUT OF A BRICK HOUSE. SHE UNFURLED

a gray rug over a whitewashed rock wall, then beat it with a hefty
stick. Before her, toward the jagged Atlantic shore, thin shadows of
ambling men wobbled in dusk light. These actions unfolded as
though in slow motion, as though each passing minute was
weighed down by a spell.
"I think we've entered Irish time," said Robyn as she shifted
gears and veered ahead.
It was July. Having landed at Shannon airport earlier that day,
the two of us had peddled our bicycles over a dozen miles along
the sunny coast of County Clare. Robyn, the artist, appreciated
settings conducive to letting her mind wander. But she had never
seen the likes of western Ireland before.
"It's as though," she surmised while gazing at boats bobbing in
Liscannor Bay,"we could spend the whole day watching this harbor, and nothing would happen." Her voice trailed away; her gaze
gained distance.
"Would that disappoint you?" I asked.
"Never," she replied. "That's the attraction of this place."
Years before, while growing up in County Wicklow on the
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east coast of Ireland, I had learned the strange magic of Irish time.
Perhaps it came from the long shadows of summer (Liscannor Bay
is just shy of fifty-three degrees latitude) or from the lack of anxiety the Irish felt about their future. Perhaps this altered sense of
time had been ingrained into the island's collective unconscious by
its people's patience through a history of painful famine, Viking
raids, and colonial disdain. For although you may say that the
clocks of Connemara and of Clare beat to the same cadence as
other clocks on earth, I disagree. Irish time differs. It is like a tweed
fabric whose subtle textures appear only when looked at askance.
Robyn stopped her bicycle. She began to talk with a farmer who
herded cattle along the narrow road. She then stopped again to sniff
wayside flowers and fresh cut grass.When I pulled over beside her
to adjust a brake cable, a housewife-out walking to the butcher
shop-stopped to advise me about tomorrow's weather. Having
seen red clouds over the bay,she foretold morning sunshine.
"That's only for the mornin', mind," she added, placing a caveat
on her forecast. "There's no tellin' about the afternoon."
In Ireland, even predicting weather required a special regard
for time.
N ear the end of our first day of bicycling, we stopped at a pub
in the town of Lahinch. As I sat on an outside terrace, sipping a
pint of stout and facing the rocky coast, Robyn wrinkled her nose
toward me, then pointed her eyebrows to the left. There, three
tourists sat close by.
One large American spoke. "Let's drink up and pay," he said.
"We still have a lot to see."
The man sounded rushed. He had calculated how much daylight they had left and wanted to chase vistas and viewpoints as
though they were running errands in a shopping mall. Given his
fixed annual lump of vacation, he wanted to fill it with motion. To
him, time was a cone into which he scooped measures of activity.
Seated across the table, his bearded partner had assumed more
compliance with the land. His voice, thick and sedate, blasted the
notion of rushing around. "Castles, fortresses, viewing points-all
in time. Let's finish our drinks peacefully. Enjoy where we are."
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As he spoke these words, Robyn's eyes locked on mine. They
sizzled with understanding. We both smiled. Already, a tacit
understanding about Ireland
had grown between us, an
awareness highlighted by
these men's disagreement.
The tone and content of their

Toa straightforward
an Irishman, a bicycle
matter: is

one speed, one color (black),
a sturdy frame, and a set of
coaster brakes. In the countryside, the Irish glide along on
their bikes in a dignified manner, upright, tweeds in place,
never showing the slightest signs
of being winded. I was put to
shame on several occasions during a two-week cycling trip
through the hilly North and
West Country when I, a reasonably fit young American woman
astride a modern twelve-speed
touring model (albeit laden with
packs and gear) was joined and
then surpassed on long uphill
grades by hardy old men who
were my grandfather's age. They
seemed to pedal effortlessly on
their banged-up one-speeds,
never missing a beat of conversation, no matter how steep the
lane. They inevitably asked me
to join them at the nearest pub
once we'd cleared the crest of
the hill.
-Julie Sell,
"The Tour ofIreland"

voices outlined the shape of a
lesson we had learned earlier
that day: that land and time
have their own relationship.
That to impart urgency on a
location where it does not fit
is to invite a troubled journey.
We got back on our
mountain bikes and left the
quibbling travelers. I feared
that the anxious one might
spend his whole vacation
trying to see a land whose
greatest gifts are invisible.
The next day we rode farther up the coast, then loaded
our bicycles onto a small ferry
boat. The wrinkles on the
kind captain's face had been
sculpted by years of rough
weather. As Atlantic spray
pelted our faces and the boat
chugged out of the harbor,
the captain lit up his Peterson's pipe. The boat then
bobbed toward lnis M6r, one
of the three Aran Islands that
layoff the weather-shattered
coast of County Clare.
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On arrival on Inis Mar, we rode our bicycles away from the
quiet harbor. We moved toward Dun Aengus, an ancient stone
semicircle encompassing eleven acres of wind-lashed land. This
stone monument is perched atop cliffs that rise for over 200 feet
out of the Atlantic. There, we dropped our bicycles in a lush green
field and paced to the cliff edge beneath a mackerel sky.Though
the purpose of Dun Aengus is unknown, it is thought to have been
a focus for druidic rituals. As we lay on stomachs at the precipice
edge and watched ocean waves crack against cliffs below, we tried
to imagine attending such rituals. We did this until our minds quit
their ceaselessbuzz of analysis and appreciated the place simply for
what it was: desolation in the language of landscape. We rested at
the ancient fort-fashioned long ago by megalithic architectsand watched gulls soar above. Surrounded by raucous seabirds,
sheer cliffs, and lichen-covered boulders, we winced in howling
gales and spread our arms across hard soil.We were, as Robyn had
noticed, in Irish time. It seemed such a patient place.
Eventually, mesmerized and relaxed, we rose and rode our bicycles away.Yet our journey to Dun Aengus did not leave us. To
this day, the moments spent bicycling in Ireland and the hours
spent at those ruins on Inis Mar repay us. Though far from Ireland,
whenever I become frustrated with life's pace, I consciously slow
down to remember the journey to the stone semicircle of Dun
Aengus. In doing so I remember those who-for spiritual reasons-patiently and methodically spent years constructing a ritual
center on a desolate, awesome landscape. I recall the woman by the
roadside who formed her personal weather forecast not because
she ignored the television weather report, but because she enjoyed
looking at the sky for herself. These people knew, intuitively, that
as their appreciation for space expanded, their regard for time
slowed down. By remembering this I grow aware-again-that
there are larger considerations to life besides paying the phone bill.
For the two of us, traveling with open minds and flexible schedules, this trip through western Ireland was a journey to view the
world in a unique way. Dun Aengus turned out to be a mentor as
much as a ruin. The perspective it illuminated about time and
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space was a reward, a gift for slowing down to appreciate Ireland's
countryside at its own pace.
'Tom Mullen has spent the past ten years working as a water resources consultant while living in Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia, and Latin
America. As a boy he spent seven years growing up in the village of
Delgany in County Wick low, Ireland. He occasionally returns to Ireland to
rifresh his perspective on life.

